CELEBRATING THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF FASHION AFTERNOON TEA WITH
THE LAUNCH OF THE BOOK:
PRET-A-PORTEA, HIGH FASHION BAKES AND BISCUITS
Including Burberry, Dolce & Gabbana, DVF, Charlotte Olympia, Jimmy Choo and Christian Louboutin

The Berkeley, in Knightsbridge is celebrating the 10th year anniversary of Prêt-à-Portea, its legendary
fashion afternoon tea, in September 2016, with the publication of Prêt-à-Portea, High-Fashion
Bakes & Biscuits by publishing house Laurence King. The book will showcase a collection of over
twenty secret recipes and baking techniques from the hotel’s Head Pastry Chef Mourad Khiat
featuring key fashion styles from the world leading designers over the past 10 years.

Prêt-à-Portea remains the original fashionista afternoon tea in London, since its creation in 2006,
adding an innovative twist to traditional tea, with cakes and pastries inspired by the latest fashion
collections. The trend setting cakes follow Spring/Summer, Autumn/Winter collections from the
catwalk to the cakewalk every season. With couture cakes and biscuits from legendary names such as
Anya Hindmarch to Manolo Blahnik and Valentino to Jason Wu, this collection of recipes in Prêt-àPortea, High Fashion Bakes & Biscuits celebrates ten years of creativity and pays tribute to the
designers who continue to inspire and collaborate with Prêt-à-Portea at The Berkeley.

Prêt-à-Portea finds the fun in fashion, with pastry chef Mourad Khiat spearheading the creative
challenge of combining style with substance, and transforming the most decadent designs, fabrics,

handbags and vibrant colours into delicious cakes, mousses and biscuits. This book allows baking and
fashion aficionados the chance to combine their passions, bringing Prêt-à-Portea to home pastry chefs
around the world.
Prêt-à-Portea, High fashion Bakes & Biscuits will be published on 19th September 2016, by
Laurence King, priced at £12.95.

Prêt-à-Portea is served in the Collins Room at The Berkeley every day. To make a reservation for
Prêt-à-Portea call +44 (0)20 7107 8866 or www.the-berkeley.co.uk

ABOUT THE BERKELEY
In leafy Knightsbridge, The Berkeley, part of Maybourne Hotel Group is the essence of contemporary
chic. With stunning rooms and suites, two Michelin-starred cuisine from Marcus Wareing, Pierre
Koffmann’s French Brasserie, classic British dishes in the Collins Room, fashionista fancies for
afternoon tea at Prêt-à-Portea, cocktails in the Blue Bar and the Spa complete with rooftop pool, The
Berkeley is rich in pleasure and discoveries that will surprise and enchant.

For further information, please contact:
The Berkeley
Group PR Director – Paula Fitzherbert +44 (0)207 107 8901 / pfitzherbert@maybourne.com
Group PR Manager - Olivia Johnson +44 (0) 207 201 1669 / ojohnson@maybourne.com

